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Introduction
A TTRPG adventure compatible with Dungeons
and Dragons 5e adventure for a party of level 1 to 4
characters.

The party has travelled to the city of Drileah, a
place rumoured to be the place if you want
something or anything. The tall fortified walls
protect the city that appears to have been built on
the top of a giant hilly rise that means the buildings
and fort at the centre of the town look above the
wall and beyond.

The volume of travellers leaving Drileah is
staggering, all of them escorted by guards or
mercenaries. But all look to have found what they
wanted whether it was goods, services or just a good
time. The party reaches the end of a queue to get
into the city where guards question those who enter.
“A common precaution” they hear some visitors
muttering nearby as they wait for their turn.
However, as the party finally make their way to the
front of the queue a signal goes out from the guard
and they are surrounded.
“Youʼll forgive me for doing this but we need to
bring you, and your party in for questioning” they
advise the person who was at the front. “Just come
along quietly and I can assure you that everything
will be fine, but we have orders.”

The Captain of Drileah
The Walk

As the party marches down the street, escorted by
guard they can't help but notice how busy this city
is during the day. Merchants beckon potential
customers from store fronts and stalls and the
volume of customers is beyond what they were
expecting. However due to the guard escort,
something that they had received upon entering the
city the party drew many looks.

Shopkeepers, customers and the upperclassmen and
ladies of the city pointed and spoke in hushed tones
as the party was ushered by no less than a dozen
guards towards the guard quarters. “Not far now
you lot” one guard said to them, an older man with
a kind face. “If youʼre just visitors to the city as you
claim then you will be on your way and this little
mess we have going on will be far behind ye” he
continued.

The city guards building was a grand affair of
ornate masonry and glass windows, but there were
a number of lords, ladies and merchants standing
out front. Those that called and tried to push past a
row of guards were staggering. Each one of them
called for the guards to be disbanded, to allow
mercenaries and paid private guards to take over
the protection of the city of Drileah.

The guards led the party past the complainantʼs
who called for the guard to do something about the
current the�s. As soon as the party met the eyes of
the victims of the the� they called of their guilt
rained down upon them. The guard however
protected the party and urged them through to the
rooms beyond.

Down several halls they were led until they arrived
at a door that hung slightly Ajar. “Captain Cole sir,
I have a new group for questioning” the friendly
guard called out, winking at the party.
The man on the other side of the door sighed deeply,
and loudly. “Bring them through, let's get it over
with then” he answered. The door opened to reveal
a relatively fit middle aged man with a well
groomed beard. He sat around piles of paperwork
and books and looked up at the party. “Well… This
will be quick. These arenʼt the Feline Filcher. Thank
you for following the process Regi but we can
declare this lot innocent. Unless they are the Feline
Filcher and we can finally put this nightmare to
rest. Imagine, this lot trusting dishonest
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mercenaries and thugs to guard the streets! Pah!
These people are the same lot that let the burglar
make off with their treasured possessions!”

Cole sat down and grabbed a corked bottle. “Well,
while youʼre here. Do you want to sit and make it
appear as though we are treating you as actual
suspects to this crime spree?”
NPC s̓:
- Cerberus Cole
Encounter: Cerberus Cole - a
proposition:
Creature: Nil
Map - Nil
The idea behind this encounter is Cerberus to open
up to the party, explain what's going on and the
issue that he faces. If the guards are disbanded then
mercenaries and martial law will rule the city, the
wealthy will see mercenaries fighting in the streets
and their wealth, reputation and city will descend
into chaos.
To prove that they arenʼt guilty, which he has no
doubt that they are, he asks if they are unwilling to
assist the guard with their investigation that they
lay low and try not to leave town until the thief or
thieves are caught. The city's wealthy are out for
blood and they may resort to unsavoury means
including targeting the party.

He asks that if they are attacked to not give them
cause to label them as murders but to attempt to
subdue the rabble peacefully and alert the guard.
With that he gives them all a small hand-pressed
token. A Mace and shield in front of a sunrise - the
Drileah city guard emblem. “Show this to the guard
if you are resorted to defend yourself. They will
know you are working for me with this sigil,
actually working with me or not please take it to
ease the guilt I have for unwillingly involving you
in this city's issues.

Unsavoury types

As the party travels the streets taking in the sights
of the stalls, people and wares, the  guard captains,
Cerberus Coleʼs, warning echoes in their mind. The
shop owners donʼt pay them any mind and treat
them like old friends but a�er some time they notice
they are being followed by a few rough looking, but
experienced mercenaries with no sign of them
giving up pursuit.
A moment later another few men step in front of
them and detain them.
“Hold!” called a woman as she steps cautiously
around the men behind the party. “You lot. You are
free to go if you tell me where the Emerald broach
you stole is. I saw you leaving the guards office and
I dare say that you bewitched that idiot with some
sorcery. Hand it over and it doesnʼt have to get
messy here.”
NPC s̓:
- Random Rich folk
- Mercenaries

Encounter: Encounter linked to the
scene:
Creature: 1 Mercenary per 2 party members, or
1 each if they are level 4.
Map - N/A (alleyway, A few crates line the floor,
some barrels and maybe a shop vendor.
The Mercs will attack on command from the
rich woman, but won't listen to her screeching
at them when she tries to command them in the
fight. She will flee the moment one of the
mercenaries drops.
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One of them has a token of clothing, coin or
something that links them to being in the ladies
employ.

The Ploy
That night...
As the sun sets and dusk progresses to night the city
of Drileah becomes rich with the sounds of parties,
cat calls and other nightlife. But, the sound of
guards' mailed boots also ring across the cacophony
of merriment and display of wealth as they are on
the hunt tonight.

Somewhere the so�est of footfalls could be heard as
a dark figure opened a latch on a window. The
laughter from the owners and occupants, guests at
the party, were loud from downstairs. The shadow
stopped as it watched the flare of light from a pipe
glow from a corner in the room, a trap. However
this was not news for the burglar. Raising a fine
hand it summoned the sound of a creaking board in
the room. Instantly the figure hiding in the corner
of the room stood up and le� the room, casting a
great deal of light and noise in the room.

ʻGood that will keep him busy for a momentʻ
thought the thief as the window swung silently
inwards. So� soled shoes met intricate rugs and
clothes strewn on the floor, but the moonlight
illuminated the trip wires which allowed the
shadow to dance around them. Within heartbeats
the door to a cupboard was open and the
near-silent clack of lock picks was the only thing
that she could hear. A moment later and the lock
was open and a gloved hand grabbed the object that
it knew was there. In fact everything had gone so
well to plan that the noise from outside the door
was almost a welcome relief to the noise of the
party.

“What the” was the only noise the mercenary made
before a handful of dust was thrust into his face.
Within a second the robust, well muscled man was
falling towards the ground. The figure, a woman,
dashed forward to catch the paid guard before his
body hit the ground. The slightly bent nose is a
mark of pride for many, but for this man it gave
him a distinct look. Not something one wants when
they want to blend in and be forgotten.

With a flick of her wrist his purse was also in her
hand, a bonus in addition to the gold she was
getting paid to retrieve the object in her bag.

“G..Guards!” a voice called from the hall as they
saw the unconscious man. The alert was of no
worry though as the thief was already out the
window and dashing, silently across the roo�ops. A
tiny black cat was le� in the palm of the mercenary
– the mark of the Feline Filcher.

The following morning

Word has spread of the latest the� as well as the
unruly mercenaries that were locked up a�er
assaulting innocents. However this doesnʼt make
the looks, utterances and glances towards the party
any easier.
There are also rumours of some city gang members
causing issues at night away from the watchful eyes
of the guard.
The party needs to come up with a plan and fast.

The city of Drileah is a bustling mixture of bright
lights, vibrant colours and bubbling music. But
there is a darker side as well as the gleam from all
that wealth and exuberance creates darkness within
the streets.

This is where we meet the party and also the
antagonists of the party. Amongst the distortion of
light and shadow, colour and drag and loud and
silence.

The night life
The rich and opulent of the city of Drileah need to
find ways to flaunt their wealth to any and all who
will listen. Traders, cooks and those with an eye for
business know how to make the most out of any
situation and that they do. A�er the sun begins to
set, the shops undertake a transformation. Bakeries
start to serve warm wine, cured meats and cheese
along with their breads. General stores start to
usher in maids and servants as they swarm to fuel
the festivities that lay before them.

The less reputable trades come out to offer their
illicit or tantalising wares and services where the
wealthy and bored are quickly separated from their
gold. Makeshi� taverns appear in the streets and
drinking, laughing and dancing becomes the norm
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as the dusk departs and candles, lanterns and
occasionally magic appears in the streets.

Behind closed doors
As the maids and servants return to their employers
residence the true parties begin. Nothing screams
wealth as having your own party and those wealthy
enough to afford servants and help display their
wealth with endless food and drink. Night a�er
night a new family opens their doors and the
wealthy and reputable are welcomed in to join in
the festivities in an endless parade of wealth and
excess.

At such places, these estates and houses of luxury
display their wealth for all to see, or occasionally
they hide their most prized possessions in secret
rooms.

The Darkened Alleyways
With all this light, noise and extravagance the
presence of such exuberance will bring those from
the dark to the surface. Criminals, cut throats and
thugs patrol the shadowy alleyways, hiding from
the authorities that patrol the well lit streets. Those
not lucky enough to be blessed with wealth know
enough to not go into the alleys at night. The
maids, servants and revellers do not go near any of
the darkened alleys for the rumours of assassins and
robbers are rife.
Even the guards avoid the dark as many times they
have had their patrols ambushed which only feeds
the criminals with high quality weapons which
they use on the innocent population.
NPC s̓:
- Seth
- Sarline
- Cerberus Cole
Encounter: The Ploy
Creature: Sarline, Seth, 3 ʻBanditsʼ per party
member.
Map - N/A
The encounter depends on what the party does to
try and trap the Feline Filcher or find out what's
going on.

If they just go out and look for this thief they will
notice a figure moving on a roo�op and could
follow it.

If they stake out a party they will hear a noise up
stairs (appropriate checks, but they shouldn't fail it)
and catch her red handed.

If they set a different trap then she will come and
the chase will be on. The idea is that she will try
and lose them in an alleyway and cast an illusion
to try and hide, turning into a cat if required but
she will act differently to a normal cat if
investigated.

When they discover her then the encounter will
trigger.

Sarline is a low level sorcerer with the ability to cast
some minor illusions and a once-off ability to turn
into a cat for an hour when things go really pear
shaped. She will primarily move as fast as she can
to get out of line of sight and then cast minor
illusion to make a doorway look like a solid wall,
block off a narrow alleyway or the like. She doesnʼt
have offensive magic and at worst can cast Charm
person once per day.
With the plan she can either get the item or not, but
the moment she detects the party she will run off
and attempt to hide. The party is meant to find her
though, so it can't be too difficult. When the party
finds her she reveals the reason for her thievery is
Seth and his kidnapping of children.

Now the simple answer here is that the party donʼt
believe Sarline and take her into the guards. But,
we canʼt have that. As soon as Sarline is coerced
into revealing Sethʼs behind it he appears from
behind the party (nearby) “Well, well, well. We
canʼt have these vicious rumours getting out now
can we boys? Best ensure that these sticky-beaks are
quietened” he says menacingly.

Seth will be joined by a number of thugs to make it
a fun and challenging fight. If Seth by himself is
enough for the party (level 1 party) then he has one
accomplice

(Bandit) and the others engage Sarline.
Sarline attempts to flee and hide from the fight, if
she does escape she runs to free the kids before
returning.
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Lore & NPCs

Sarline ʻThe Feline Filcherʼ

Sarline Lore
As dawn started to peek its head over the edge of the
buildings Sarline stood in the doorway to her room
and sighed deeply. Tonight wasnʼt without its
hiccups but she did manage to get home with the
item that was requested of her. Walking over to the
loose board in the wall she pried it open to reveal
the hidden chest that she kept there. “It will have to
do for tonight” she told herself as she stashed the
urn made from amber into the hidden chest.

Shrugging off her outer hooded cloak she lay it on
the back of a wooden chair before moving to get
some food and water. Her lodgings were humble
but comfortable and she had a basin of water at
least. Using a touch of the magic she had been
blessed with she cleaned the marks from her clothes
before turning her attention to her hooded cloak.
Pushing the ears of her hood back into their
pouches and once satisfied she turned to the rest of
it. Calling on her magic again the pouches were
sewn back shut and the dark soot she had forced
into the clothes were cleaned and created a light red
hood. Very different from the way it was last night.

“Welcome home Sarline,” a voice said from the
doorway, “you continue to amaze the boss”.

Sighing, Sarline turned around to the man in the
doorway. “Well, this is an unwelcome surprise.
Didnʼt you read the sign out front. No visitors are
welcome.” she snapped.

“Now now, the boss just wants the item and in
return you get what we promised.” the man sneered
as he knew he had her where he wanted her.
“Unless you want to go back on the deal that is?” he
goaded.

“Shut up Pike. Iʼll meet you in the alleyway in two
minutes.” she added as she stalked towards the
man. Retreating he nodded and le� leaving Sarline
to retrieve the amber urn. A few moments later she
had climbed down from her window to the
alleyway and was prepared for the trade. “Alright.
Here you are. But I need proof that the barter on
your end is made” she said to the men in the
alleyway.

“Now, now Sarline. Your words offend me. To know
that you think so little of me hurts deeply.” a man
with a voice like cold steel said from a doorway. “If
my word isnʼt enough then,” he clicked to punctuate
his sentence. Several children were produced at the
end of the alleyway and released with a kick. The
children ran off without a moment's notice and
disappeared from their captors. “Surely that
suffices?”

“You gave your word that you wouldnʼt harm or
kidnap any more children. This is the last job then I
am done Seth.” Sarline snapped as she handed the
urn to a lackey who took it straight to the
thug-boss.

“I would hate to think you would abandon the
other children. Alas I caught two of the little devils
trying to steal from one of my shops and I had to
avoid them being arrested by Captain Cole now
didnʼt I?” he smirked
“You bastard!” she screamed in response. “Release
them!”
“One last job. You have my word and everything
and anything is done. If the children are caught
stealing again then the guard can handle them next
time.” Seth said with a look that pleaded honesty.
“What's the job you scum?” she sighed, clenching
her fists to prevent her from laying into the man.
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“Iʼll send word to you. Two nights from now.” Seth
said as he walked off, chuckling to himself and his
crew.
Cerberus Cole

A by the books but just man Cerberus, also
known simply as Cole, is an exemplary man
who tries to do the best for his city.

Born in the city to some of the workers he
strived to be more and eventually became guard
captain. His men are loyal and true to their
code as he is.
Unable to truly do what is required in the city
due to the interference of mercenaries and the
rich, the  more time he spends undoing their
meddling the less time he has to try and solve
the growing gang problem or this Feline Filcher
problem.

Seth

Known as the Snake Seth is a ferocious and
brutal fighter who will stop at nothing to get
what he wants.

Not afraid to fight dirty and even bring children
into the mix he truly is the worst person.

Seth got his nickname, the snake, when he
started to coat his weapons with poison,
eventually only coating the bolts for his hand
crossbow in poison.
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Monsters
Encounters
These stat blocks relate directly to the progression of
the adventure.
Mercenary

Bandit (also for random encounters)

Sarline

Seth
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